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Company: GSL Education

Location: Sheffield

Category: other-general

Cover supervisorLocation: SheffieldSalary Scale: £95-£110Status:ASAPAbout the

Role:GSL Educationare currently seeking to appoint a qualified and enthusiastic Cover

Supervisor to undertake a position at one of our client schools in Sheffield. Cover

Supervisors play a crucial role in maintaining continuity of learning in schools when teachers

are absent, ensuring that students receive supervision and support to continue their education

in a safe and productive environment. Seize this chance to influence the next generation's

development within GSL's creative and collaborative teaching atmosphere, receiving

valuable support along the way.Role of a Cover Supervisor:Cover Supervisors manage

the classroom environment in the absence of the regular teacher. They ensure that students

are engaged in learning activities, maintain discipline, and uphold the school's behavior

policies.They deliver pre-prepared lesson plans and materials provided by the absent

teacher. While they may not be responsible for teaching new content or providing instruction,

they facilitate learning by guiding students through activities, answering questions, and help

as needed.Cover Supervisors oversee student work during the lesson, ensuring that students

stay on task and complete assigned activities. They may provide support and encouragement to

students who require assistance, while also monitoring behavior and managing any

disruptions. Cover Supervisors are responsible for maintaining a safe and secure classroom

environment, identifying and addressing any hazards or risks, and responding

appropriately in emergency situations.The successful candidate will:Have previous

experience working as a Cover Supervisor within an educational setting.Possess strong

communication and interpersonal skills, with the ability to build positive relationships with
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students, staff, and parents.Demonstrate empathy, patience, and resilience when working with

students facing academic or behavioral challenges.Hold relevant qualifications or training in

education, childcare, or a related field.Are passionate about supporting the learning and

development of student and making a positive difference in their lives.Please be advised that

this role requires a strong knowledge and understanding of safeguarding and child

protection, and successful applicants must satisfy all background safer recruitment checks

including an enhanced DBS registered to the update service or willingness to apply for a new

one.Apply Now:If you are interested in the position of the Cover Supervisor please click

apply or contact Joshua May at joshua.may@gsleducation.com. Our dedicated team is here to

assist you throughout the application process. Submit your up-to-date CV via the

application link and take the first step towards a rewarding career at an academy where

you can make a real difference.

Apply Now
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